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Abstract 
Almost all Homo sapiens believe in the existence of a power higher than 

him, although they have different names to address this power. To the 

Christians and Muslims God or Allah is central to the two religions; 

Christianity and Islam respectively and the traditional religion worshippers 

have  Olodumare . However the words “God” and “ Supreme Being” are  

understood by the three religions as referring to this higher power. This 

higher power is believed to be the creator of the earth and everything there 

in. He controls and maintains order in the life of His creatures especially 

the human beings through his viceregents such as Prophets, Pastors, 

Evangelists, Sheiks, Imams, Ustazs, traditional priests etc. it is these human 

agents who are expected to be well versed in the knowledge and are 

mandated by the higher power to make people to know about the almighty 

and righteous nature of God and  as the ultimate arbiter of justice in the 

earthly planet and also the only One who can admit people who thread his 

paths into paradise. The attribute and nature of this Supreme Being is awe- 

inspiring. But some of these human agents are often swayed by 

consideration of the sensuous life. The desire for pecuniary ease makes 

them to compromise the sacrosancy of their callings and thereby engage in 

diabolical and other unholy practices which are damaging to the morality 

in the society. This has culminated in the diminished esteem in which some 

followers hold God and this is manifested in people choosing the Devil’s 

alternatives which make moral fibre of the society threadbare.  This paper 

X-rays the cheerless and damnable attitudes of this class of religious 
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functionaries and the effects on the moral fibre of the society. In doing this, 

the paper scoops from the dastardly acts of some religious functionaries as 

exposed in both print and electronic media and dissected them in the light 

of the acceptable moral and religious comportments expected of this class 

of religious functionaries as espoused in  some literary and scriptural 

materials.   
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Introduction 
Religion is a phenomenon in human 

existence that cannot be done away 

with, even the atheists, the skeptics, 

the agnostics, the proponents of deux 

absconditis cannot unreservedly give 

it a backhanded homage. It is a 

fulcrum on which major existential 

issues operate; it controls and shapens 

man’s social, political and economic 

lifes. As a result of this stupendous 

impact, humans have given their all in 

order to be in alignment with the 

dictates of religion and hold religious 

functionaries in great awe. Religion 

occupies the epicentre of most African 

lives, it is the fulcrum on which their 

lives rotate. According to 

Opoku,1978:1 

A close observation of Africa and its 

societies will reveal that religion is at 

the root of African culture and is the 

determining principle of African life. 

It is no exaggeration, therefore, to say 

that in traditional Africa, religion 

is life and life, religion. Africans are 

engaged in religion in whatever they 

do. 

(…) Religion gives meaning and 

significance to their lives, both in this 

world and in the next. 

Although religion is a universal 

phenomenon, nevertheless, it has a 

more gripping status on the Africans. 

Africans are a people who in all things 

are religious. Since religion has this 

much pervasive influence, it has the 

capacity to influence the fortune of the 

societies for better or for worse. 

Unfortunately, some of these 

functionaries have dallied with this 

status and even arrogated to 

themselves indeterminate power and 

present themselves as the alphas and 

omegas on existential matters; they 

have indulged in practices that 

demean the awesomeness of God. If 

the bastions of justice and morality 

reek of corruption little wonder when 
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amorality reigns supreme in human societies. Chaucer, in “ The Prologue” to 

The Canterbury Tales, comments inter-alia; 

… If gold rust what then will iron do?  

 For if a priest be foul in whom we trust. 

 No wonder that a common man should rust ; 

 And shame it is to see-let priest take stocks. 

 A shitten Shepherd and a snowy flock. 

 The true example that a priest should give 

 Is one of the cleanness, how the sheep should live 

      Chaucer 32-33 

       

The media (print, electronic and social media) are so much awashed with 

discouraging and lugubrious news items about many religious leaders 

(Christians, Muslims and Traditional leaders). Some of these irreligious acts are 

captured in the following captions; “ MFM Pastor blames devil after 

impregnating 16 year old orphan”,  “Bet9ja MUST FAVOUR ME” ( Handbill 

writing to a Christian Sunday service).  New generation Pastors’ wives dressing 

half nude wearing cleavage-revealing dresses in church “, “A Benin Court 

sentence a housewife and her pastor to death for the murder of her husband”, “ 

CAN Pastors shared 7B before 2015 Presidential election” “Pastor arrested for 

selling tickets to heaven to members “, “Islamic cleric accepts N 500 thousand 

from Bobrisky( a transgender and cross dresser) at a public function.” I steal 

money spiritually from World Bank”- Pastor Obim.  “Ritualist Alfa caught in 

Magbon Obele  Esepe town in Olorunda LCDA, Badagry trying to use a lady 

for rituals” , “Three Ifa priests turned yahoo boys arrested for selling fake 

Yoruba Chieftancy  to Americans”,” Diocesan priest impregnates 30 women”,  

“Suck my breasts and get cured” Ghanian female pastor .“Ekiti pastor kidnaps 

self; demands N3 million from congregation”, “ I Can Raise Kobe Bryant if 10 

percent of His Net Worth is Given Me “-Prophet Nigel Gaisie. “The only way 

the grace functioning in me will work for you is that you come and bribe my 

angels, because the more money in my hand, the faster I reach the assignment 

they gave to me”- Nigerian clergyman tells his congregation. 

A cursory look at all these news items reveals moral and material corruption in 

some of our religious leaders. Although sometimes, some of these leaders are 

objects of malignancy by their sworn enemies especially those religious leaders 

who talk tough against injustice in high places, but these are negligible. When 
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religious leaders pursue sensual pleasures, the sacrosancy of their words 

becomes pettifogs and carries no force required to engender a remodelling of 

the vicious lifestyles of their followers. A situation like this paves way for 

anomie in human society. 

Religious functionaries such as pastors, prophets, sheiks, imams, Ifa Priests 

(Babalawos) etc are the vice regents of God and by the same fact they are the 

mouth pieces of God. It is through them that we know Gods pleasures and 

disenchantments with our ways of living; they give us the Godly designs for a 

fulfilling earth- life existence and wellness in the hereafter. These people are 

not just anybody but people who should be of proven integrity, people who are 

supposed to be extensions of God almighty; it is their God- like nature that put 

them in the steads of beings who can be relied on in piety and rectitudinal issues. 

Most of the sermons preached in some churches and mosques are laced with 

humours which makes people hold serious rectitudinal issues with levity. 

Motivational speaking and spurious histrionics target at making people part 

with their money to the coffers of the religious leaders have supplanted awe-

inspiring sermons which could have made people and adherents of these 

religions to be penitent. Most Pentecostal churches preach prosperity and lay 

more premium on tithing and “sowing seed” as conditions for breakthrough in 

their endeavours rather than laying emphasis on hard work and diligence.” 

Seesth thou a man who is diligent in his work, he shall stand before kings and 

not mean men” is what the Bible preaches in Proverbs 22:29. Also in Quran, 

chapter 94 verse 5-8, we are advised to seek the intervention of God in our 

longings, after hard work, ease will come. 

Many religious adherents hero-worship their leaders that they made themselves 

servile to the leaders, we have situations where congregants lay themselves on 

the ground for the preacher to trample on because the feet of the pastor must not 

touch the ground, some carry the pastor piggy back till the end of the sermons 

etc. Some are tied with ropes or chains and some are whipped until their bodies 

are covered in welts all in the guise of deliverance. Many religious leaders have 

had amorous affairs with their clients and people’s wives and many human 

sacrifice for money rituals are traced to them, the yahoo and yahoo plus boys 

owe the source of their wealth to the dastardly acts of these religious 

functionaries. Majority of these nouveau riches who made their money through 

yahoo-plus know virtually nothing about money rituals if these religious 

functionaries do not give them the prescriptions. 
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TEXTUAL ENGAGEMENT OF THE SUBJECT MATTER  

Shakespeare, in The Merchant of Venice opines that; 

 The world is still deceived with ornament. 

(…) in religion, 

What damned errors but some sober brow 

Will bless it and approve it with a text, 

  Hiding the grossness with fair ornament? -135 

 

The desire for opulent life of some religious leaders has made them to be blind 

to their callings. The word; “Religiopreneur” has been coined to describe 

religion leaders who exploit their callings for the satisfaction of their material 

yearnings. “Pastorpreneur” is another coinage for the Christian religious 

functionaries who have turned their calling to money-making enterprise and 

much of the heat of this paper is directed towards them as they earn more 

notoriety in this venture.  How do we justify the holy solemnization of a rich 

man to two women in the same day by a Pastor who quoted a portion of the 

Bible to validate the marriage? How do we justify an Islamic cleric who 

eulogised and blessed Bobrisky ( a transgender and a cross dresser) after having 

accepted 500 thousand naira from him?  The practitioners of traditional religion 

are not left out as they make money rituals, rituals to acquire political power 

and political positions for the vaulting ambition of their clients. Some package 

themselves in worldly manners just to “pull crowd” as Jeroboam confirms; 

My calling was enough to guarantee payment.  It is not as if this 

was a well- paid job. And it is not what I will call a luxury, this 

velvet cape which I bought from her. It wouldn’t have been 

necessary if one were not forced to distinguish himself more and 

more from this scum who degrade the calling of the prophet. It 

becomes important to stand out, to be distinctive. I have set my 

hearth after a particular name. They will look at my velvet cape 

and they will think of my goodness. 

(.........) one must move with modern times. Lack of colour gets 

one nowhere even in the prophet’s business. -13. 

 

In Ubaka’s A cry of innocence, Ijeoma, the protagonist also describes the pastor 

in POWER 
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OF GOD’S FINGER MIRACLE CENTER; “He was a tall man clad in white 

suit with marching white designer shoes. He looked every inch a well to- do- 

man” pp.69. Foppish dressing is a hallmark of some of these fake religious 

functionaries but they are usually light and weightless in spiritual matters. Some 

of these religious leaders are imposters just like Brother Jeroboam in Soyinka’s 

The Trials of Brother Jeroboam, who wants people to believe that he is an 

ascectic prophet busy with the things of God alone but they are self -servers 

who see their followers as “customers” just as exemplified in Brother Jeroboam. 

This class of religious functionaries embark on populating their places of 

worship using diabolic means to pull crowd rather true worshippers they, 

therefore resort to spurious miracles and fake prophecies to retain their flock, in 

the words of Brother Jeroboam: 

 

I have prophesied that he will be made a chief in his home 

town. That is a very safe prophesy. As safe as our most popular 

prophecy, that a man will live to be eighty. If it doesn’t come 

true…that man doesn’t find out until he is on the other side. So 

everybody is quite happy. One of my most faithful adherents-

firmly believes that he is going to be the first Prime Minister of 

the new Mid-North-East State- when it is created. That was a 

risky prophecy of mine, but I badly needed more worshippers 

around that time.  

     -18-19” 

In A cry of innocence, the author exposes the  hypocrisy,  through protagonist,  

of a pastor who  engages in easy prophesy:  

  I can see a young woman in the crowd that quarrelled with 

her husband. The Lord has answered your prayer” the 

preacher prophesied. A woman screamed and shouted, 

“Praaaise the Lord”.  “Haaaaleluiah,” the people responded. 

In a crowd of at least  a  thousand people, there’s bound to be 

a lot of women who quarrelled with their husbands, I thought 

to myself.  The preacher went on and on : “There is a barren 

woman here who has been looking for the fruit of the womb…a 

man who has been looking for a job for many years…a child 

who has been sick for some time now.” Each time, people who 
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fitted into any of the categories would file out shouting praises, 

and it would be another reason to thank God.pp70 -71. 

 

The hypocrisy of this pastor is further exposed when money changes hands; 

Dad placed a swollen , brown envelope into his hand, and the 

pastor started another prayer, prophesying that Dad would 

build a house next month , that he would be the richest person 

on earth, and that Dad’s enemy would fall into pit of death.p76. 

 

This class of religious functionaries always act in defiance of the damnation 

God places on those who give false prophesies as God says in Ezekiel 13: 3 

“Woe unto the foolish prophets, that follows their own spirit, and have seen 

nothing!” 

In Achebe’s Girls at war and other stories, (1973). In one of the stories titled; 

The madman, Nwibe whose “madness” is occasioned by his inability to keep 

his choleric nature in check is confirmed mentally mad by the hypocrisies of the 

two traditional doctors. The first does not subject Nwibe’s condition to any 

examination before he stamped Nwibe’s case as that of incurable madness. 

According to him; 

My powers of cure are known throughout Olu and Igbo but 

never have I professed to bring back to life a man who has 

sipped the spirit-waters of ani-mmo. It is the same with a 

madman who of his own accord delivers himself to the 

divinities of the market- place. You should have kept better 

watch over him. pp 8-9. 

…. 

Nothing can be done. They have already embraced him. It is 

like a man who runs  away from the oppression of his fellows 

to the grove of alusi and says to him: Take me, oh spirit, I am 

your osu. No man can touch him thereafter. He is free and yet 

no power can break his bondage. He is free of men but bonded 

to a god” p.9. 

 

The second doctor is driven by what to eat, so he promises to try his best: 

the case is very bad, very bad indeed, but no one folds his arms 

because the condition of his child is beyond hope. He must still 
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grope around and do his best. (…) then he muttered into his 

own inward ear: If doctors were to send away every patient 

whose cure they were uncertain of, how many of them would 

eat one meal in a whole week from their practice? p.9. 

 

This second traditional doctor thus got shot into stardom by dint of his 

hypocrisy; curing a man who is not mad of madness. He, overnight, becomes 

the most celebrated mad-doctor of his generation. He earns the accolade; 

“Sojourner to the Land of the Spirit”. Traditional doctors like this fictive one 

abounds in our society today who feed fat on sheer deception and hypocrisy. 

Many a time, some prophecies are outright mendacity, all for the purpose of 

keeping their adherents for their pecuniary and sensuous whims. Congregants 

are manoeuvred to pander and massage the egos of the leaders, just as Jero 

manoeuvred Chume “...... suddenly, he decides I may beat my wife, eh? For his 

own convenience. At his own convenience.” – 31 

The Supremos and Potentates of the society such as the politicians often fall 

preys to these religious functionaries. They sustain their patronage and fuel their 

vaulting ambitions with fake prophecies as we have in Jero pandering to the ego 

of Member of Parliament through a fake prophecy. 

I saw this country plunged into strife. I saw the mustering of 

men, gathered in the name of peace through strength. And at a 

desk, in a large gilt room, great men of the land awaited your 

decision.  Emissaries of foreign nations hung on your word, 

and on the door leading to your office, I read the words, 

Minister for War ... 

    (…) 

... it is a position of power. But are you of the Lord? Are you in 

fact worthy? Must I, when I have looked into your soul, as the 

Lord has commanded me to do, must I pray to the Lord to 

remove this mantle from your shoulders and place it on a more 

God-fearing man?  -34. 

 

The member who earlier speaks to him pompously; “go practice your 

fraudulences on another person of greater gullibility “-34 instantly becomes 

humble and holds Jero in great awe. The Member, having become docile and 
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amenable to Jero’s deceit is made to abuse his office to the advantage of Jero as 

he says; 

I have already sent for the police. It is a pity about Chume. But 

he has given me a fright, and no prophet likes to be frightened. 

With the influence of that nincompoop I should succeed in 

getting him certified with ease. A year in lunatic asylum would 

do him good anyway. - 37. 

 

Some of these religious leaders exploit their clouts with the people with power 

and positions of influence to infringe on human rights and perpetrate various 

infraction as we have seen Jero using the Member to clamp Chume into lunatic 

asylum. 

The persons of some of these religious leaders are made intimidating to their 

followers, rather than counsel when they are drifting towards improprieties they 

justify their deeds or keep mute as they believe in the infallibilities of their 

leaders just as Rebecca justifies alcoholism in Jero’s Metamorphosis; “All 

things are Gods gifts. It is not wrong to use them wisely” -43. They overly 

eulogize them and sometimes elevate them to the level of God, the leaders 

themselves rhapsodise in the eulogies forgetting what happened to King Herod 

who was so praised in the Bible; “ And the people gave a shout ,saying ,it is the 

voice of a god, and not of a man .And immediately the angel of the Lord smote 

him ,because he gave not God the glory: and he was eaten of worms ,and gave 

up the ghost because he gave not God the glory(Acts: chapter  12 verses 22-23 

). The followers are so brainwashed that whatever the leaders do is right as they 

have absolute trust in their infallibility as Rebecca says; “I trust you. I’ll follow 

whatever you lead me, Brother Jeroboam.” -44. 

 Some of these unwary religious leaders trivialise the very essence of their 

callings to cling to worldliness just as we have in the Monk in Chaucer’s The 

Prologue to Canterbury Tales; 

 The Rule of good St Benet or St Maur 

As old and strict he tended to ignore; 

He let go by the things of yesterday 

And took the modern world’s more spacious way. 

He did not rate that text at a plucked hen  

Which says that hunters are not holy men 

And that a monk uncloistered  is a mere 
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Fish out of water, flapping on the pier, 

That is to say a monk out of his cloister. 

That was e text he held not worth an oyster; 

  … 

 Was he to study till his head went round 

 Poring over books in cloisters? Must he toil  

As Austin bade and till the very soil? 

Was he to leave the world upon the shelf? 

Let Austin have his labour to himself. 

This Monk was therefore a good man to horse; 

Greyhounds he had, as swift as birds, to course. 

Hunting a hare or riding at a fence 

Was all his fun, he spared for no expense. 

     -24 

He pays overly attention to his outward appearance; “his sleeves were garnished 

in at the hand /With fine grey fur, the fittest in the land. -24 

The Friar in The Prologue; is another character who takes delight in what is 

antithetical to his calling. He is; 

 A Limiter, a very festive fellow. 

 In all Four Orders there was none so mellow, 

So glib with gallant phrase and well- turned speech. 

He’d fixed up many a marriage, giving each 

Of his young women what he could afford her 

… 

He knew the taverns well in every town  

And every innkeeper and barmaid too 

Better than lepers, beggars and that crew, 

For in so eminent a man as he 

It was not fitting with the dignity 

Of his position, dealing with a scum 

Of wretched lepers; nothing good can come 

Of commerce with such slum-and-gutter dwellers, 

But anywhere a profit might accrue 

Courteous he was and lowly of service too. 

- 25-26. 
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This untoward attitude is not only restricted to only the male gender alone; it 

also includes the female religious leaders. In Chaucer’s The Prologue, we have 

“A worthy woman from behind the Bath city who had “had five husbands, all 

at the church door/ Apart from other company in youth; “ pp-31. Here is a 

religious woman with an unbridled promiscuity. A real life situation is that of 

Pastor Mrs Veronica -Founder of Faith and Prosperity Ministry, Delta State who 

says inter alia; 

 God gave me anointed virginal; you only have to sleep with 

 me and be healed of all your infertility problems. Men have 

 gone through a lot in this generation and God sent me to liberate 

 them. You can choose to believe my anointing or leave it but 

 it remains true. 

 

Here we have religious functionaries who frolic with issues that are 

irreconcilable to their callings; a Monk who is good to a horse rather than his 

parishioners, a Friar who is a denizen of taverns, inns and more acquainted with 

barmaids, these are individuals whose stock in trade is bacchanal and 

saturnalian in nature. 

 

THE PORTRAIT OF A GOOD RELIGIOUS LEADER 

A good religious leader should be able to ward off sensuous temptations and 

uphold the attributes that reinforce the sancrosancy of God and instil the fear of 

God in humanity. A quintessential Godly religious leader is evident in the 

Parson in The Canterbury tales who; 

 …did not set his benefice to hire 

And leave his sheep encumbered in the mire 

Or run to London to earn easy bread 

By singing masses to the wealthy dead, 

Or find some Brotherhood and get enrolled. 

He stayed at home and watched over his fold 

So that no wolf should make the sheep miscarry. 

He was a shepherd and no mercenary. 

Holy and virtuous he was, but then  

Never contemptuous of sinful men, 

Never disdainful, never too proud or fine, 

But was discreet in teaching and benign. 
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His business was to show a fair behaviour 

And draw men thus to Heaven and their Saviour, 

Unless indeed a man were obstinate; 

And such whether of high or low estate, 

He put to sharp rebuke, to say the least.. 

I think there never was a better priest. 

He sought no pomp or glory in his dealings, 

No scrupulosity had spiced his feelings. 

Christ and His Twelve Apostles and their lore 

He taught, but followed it himself before. 

-33 

 

Here indeed is a Godly man who does not desert his flock to seek pecuniary and 

worldly pleasure but monitors his flock to make sure they do not stray from the 

path of righteousness. He is not disdainful of sinful people but encourages them 

towards reformation just as Jesus Christ did. He is a just man who justices: he 

does not stand justice on its head by considering and favouring the people of 

high social status over the people of lowly estate, he reprimands the rich and the 

poor alike. He does not seek earthly praises for his endeavours; he does things 

for God’s sake. He teaches and exhibits divine injunctions. 

It is instructive to know that an impartial religious functionary like this will be 

intrepid to speak to the people who hold the sceptres of authority. Majority of 

these political leaders have places of worship, if the Pastors, Imams, Prophets 

and ustazs are vociferous against their excesses, the society will be better for it 

but where a religious leader is mercenary such that he or she  gets undue 

material favours from his flock such person will be less courageous to speak the 

truth to the political leaders and other social potentates who are his or her 

beneficiaries and as a result of this, socio political improprieties will have 

unbridled reign .A licentious administration weakens the moral fibre of the 

society. Therefore, religious leaders should be the bastions of justice in the 

society. 

Archbishop Thomas Becket in T.S Elliot’s Murder in the Cathedral exemplifies 

a worthy religious leader as he refuses to exploit the instrumentality of his office 

for personal aggrandisement as the First and the Second Tempters counsel him;’ 

“ Now that the King and you are in amity / Clergy and laity may return to gaiety/ 
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Mirth and sportfulness need not walk warily “ –34. The Priest refuses to 

compromise his moral stance despite the Tempter’s further importunity; 

  You were not used to be so hard upon sinners 

 When they were your friends. Be easy, man ! 

The easy man lives to eat the best dinners. 

 Take a friend’s advice leave well alone, 

 Or your goose may be cooked and eaten to the bone. -35. 

 

The Second Tempter in the same vein wants him to meddle in politics for some 

earthly glory; 

 The   Chancellorship that you resigned 

When you were made Archbishop – that was a mistake 

On your part –still may be regained. Think, my Lord 

Power obtained grows to glory, 

Life lasting, a permanent possession. 

A templed tomb, monument of marble. 

Rule over men reckon no madness 

-36-37. 

 The Tempter rationalises further;  

Real power 

Is purchased at price of a certain submission. 

Your spiritual power is earthly perdition. 

Power is present, for him who will wield. -38 

 

The tempter wants the Archbishop to use the “Pretence of priestly power “ in 

order to gain power and glory. The Archbishop reaffirms his stance by telling 

the Second Tempter; 

 No! shall I, who keep the keys 

Of heaven and hell, supreme alone in England, 

Who bind and loose, with power from the Pope, 

Descend to desire a punier power?  38-39 

   

 The Tempter wants him to give “Pretence of priestly power” to gain political 

power and glory. This is what some religious leaders do , they give false 

prophecies  and embark on other adumbrations of religion to bend people’s and 

political wills to their own whims and caprices. The Third Tempter also 
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counselled him in allied manner but the Priest asserts “Eternal Providence, And 

justify the ways of God to men”   Milton- Bk. 1 pg.-47. He further queries;” 

Shall I who ruled like an eagle over doves / Now take the shape of a wolf among 

wolves? “  -44. 

Becket agrees with the Fourth Tempter who epitomises his passion and yearning 

for God and heavenly glory. He agrees with the tempter’s rhetorical question; 

 What can compare with glory of Saint 

Dwelling forever in the presence of God?  

What earthly glory, of king or emperor, 

What earthly pride, that is not poverty 

Compared with richness of heavenly grandeur? 

Seek the way of martyrdom, make yourself the lowest 

On earth, to be high in heaven -48. 

 

Becket chooses to sacrifice himself rather than compromises his faith to attain 

earthly splendour; I am a priest,/ A Christian , saved by the blood of Christ. 

/Ready to suffer with my blood -80 

 For my Lord I am ready to die 

That his church may have peace and liberty. 

Do with me as you will, to your hurt and shame ; 

But none of my people, in God’s name, 

Whether layman or cleric, shall you touch. 

This I forbid                -.81 

  

Here we see a selfless priest, who has lost his will in the will of God, who is 

ready to lose his life in the course of defending his spiritual uprightness and 

pleading that nothing untoward should happen to his flock whether layman or 

clerk. This is the kind of altruism and selflessness that is expected of all worthy 

religious leaders. 

 

Conclusion 

When the followers see the lacklustre and cheerless esteem in which the 

religious leaders conduct their lives hold the religious injunctions and their 

callings, the comportments of these followers become much worse of what 

comes out of this situation is a general state of anomy as the centre cannot hold, 

things fall apart; existential crises make life topsy-turvy. This anomic situation 
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is fuelled and powered by the inability of human beings to hold their cupidity, 

epicurean and libidinal tendencies in check.  

 

Recommendations. 

People should put all their trust in God almighty as He says in Jeremiah 32:27 

“Behold, I am the Lord, the God of all flesh: is there anything too hard for me? 

It is only God who has the blueprints of our lives and knows the purposes of our 

lives and he has also assured us that “… I know the thoughts that I think towards 

you, (...) thoughts of peace, and not of evil, to give you an expected end.”- 

Jeremiah 29:11 He is not a man who cannot accomplish that which He promises. 

People should pay a little gratitude to man but more to God as this is what makes 

God to be higher than man. Whoever or whatever is given more gratitude than 

God invariably supplants God in that person’s life. People should bend these 

tendencies to the wills of God. 

Adherents of these religions should avoid being led by the nose by their 

religious leaders. The Bible says we should not pay heed to any prophet whose 

prophecies are not fulfilled. The Bible makes it clear in Hebrews 6:18 that it is;” 

impossible for God to lie”, in the same vein, Deuteronomy 18:22 says : “When 

a prophet speaketh in the name of the Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come to 

pass, that is the thing which the Lord hath not spoken, but the prophet hath 

spoken it presumptuously: thou shall not be afraid of him.” 

Again the welfare or damnation in the hereafter to which the major religions 

subscribe is not a collective culpability or laudability, everybody, clergy and 

laity, the mighty and feeble will be individually accountable to their maker. The 

scriptures are there to guide our operations, whatever is not in alignment with 

the dictates of these scriptures should be scrutinised and as the case may be 

jettisoned. 

The religious functionaries should be conscious of their positions; they are 

supposed to be custodians of morality and bastions of justice. The pervasive 

nature of religion shows that their comportments are of cyclopean importance 

to the stability and peace in human societies. If troublers of the society such as 

the Boko Haram , the Yahoo boys and other individuals who perpetrate devilries  

are well taught about the sacredness of human lives by their religious leaders, 

the topsy turvydom in our society may probably not reach this unsettling 

magnitude. They should remember that judgement begins from the altars 

invariably from the religious leaders. 
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All religions preach righteousness as demanded by the supreme being and 

attested to by the major scriptures especially the Bible, the Quran and the Ifa 

corpus, they are the designs for living and the injunctions should be the 

standards through which we scale human alignment with what God delights in. 

False religious functionaries who present vanity and lying divination as what 

God has said should fear the wrath of God as it was said in Ezekiel 13:8 

“Because you have spoken vanity, and seen lies, therefore, behold, I am against 

you”. Men should be wary to incur the wrath of God. 
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